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Introduction
This is the second year the new specification Edexcel GCSE Religious Studies has been
assessed and numbers have greatly increased from last year.

This specification introduced a few new topics and the weighting of the assessment
objectives has changed from the legacy specification. The GCSE Religious Studies
specification continues to be a very popular course as teachers and schools recognise
the benefits of an examinable course that both interests and educates young people. The
variety of choice within this new specification allows teachers to teach the course that most
suits their students.

Unit 1 covers both Christianity and one other religion. This unit continues to be the most
popular of the sixteen units. Many candidates sit this unit as a short course because it
engages the interest of young people, it addresses many moral and spiritual issues affecting
young people today and importantly it fulfils all the requirements for Key Stage 4 statutory
Religious Education.
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Question 1 (a)
Part (a) questions ask for either a definition or examples. Question 1(a) asks for a definition
of omniscient.

It was easy to get full marks on this question by using a glossary definition, as in this
example and most candidates were awarded 2 marks for an alternative but correct wording.

Examiner Comments

This response was awarded full marks for saying
'the belief that God is all knowing'. They did not
have to say anything else to get the marks.

This is an example of an incorrect answer, which would gain no marks.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has clearly confused the term numious with omniscient.

Examiner Tip

It is important that candidates learn the glossary definitions thoroughly.
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Question 1 (b, c, d)
Part (b) was about the scientific explanation of the creation of the world and led to answers
using either scientific or religious theories about the creation of the world. Better candidates
used the examples of the big bang and evolution to back up their reasons.
Part (c) was a question about the problem of evil. Some candidates did not link the problem
to belief in God which meant that the question was not answered as well as it could have
been in these cases. There were some excellent answers which referred to unanswered
prayer, the number of people that suffer, innocent or religious people suffering as well as the
classical argument.
The part (d) question required candidates to evaluate a statement about whether miracles
are possible today. Most candidates responded well to the new layout of the part (d)
question and were able to state their own opinion and give reasons for it in (d)(i). Better
responses were able to give current examples in addition to religious ones.
This is an example of a candidate who read the questions carefully, understood the
questions and applied their knowledge well, gaining almost maximum marks.
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) this candidate recognised that this was a question about what science says about the
creation of the world and gave arguments which agreed with the statement 'God did not create the
world'. They used two scientific theories which led naturally to two developed reasons.
For part (c) this candiate, like many candidates, was familiar with the inconsistent triad argument
for evil and suffering. This was answered well as the candidate explained each part and then
commented on unanswered prayer to gain full marks. It was less well answered by other
candidates, who gave a very brief summary of the argument rather than taking it apart and
explaining it fully.
In part (d) the majority of candiates were able to give reasons supporting their opinion even if
they could not give reasons for the opposite opinion. In this case the candidate is able to give
reasons for both views and develops them, using Biblical ideas which clearly identify a specifc
religion.

Examiner Tip

Part (b) questions should begin with a statement which identifies that the answer is the
candidate’s own opinion. In this case the candidate says 'I would agree...'
It can help candidates if they start a new paragraph with each new reaon they give on a
part (c) question.
In part (d) candiates should ensure they identify a religion in their answer, as this is clearly
asked for in the question.
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This example shows that candiates should be encouraged to try all parts of the question
using whatever knowledge they have.

Examiner Comments

In their response to part (b) a personal opinion and one reason has been given. It has
been developed by added explanation. The last part about faults is not about science
and so could not be credited.
The candidate is able to give a reason in response to the part (c) question, they have
not done evil things. It therefore reaches level 1. This is written in a coherent manner so
gains 2 rather than 1 mark.
This candidate did not attempt (d) which meant that 6 marks could not be accessed.

Examiner Tip

Part (b) questions need two reasons to gain more than 2 marks.
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Question 2 (a)
Question 2(a) on this paper asked candidates to provide a definition for the key word
agnostic. This question was very well answered by candidates and most candidates who
attempted this question achieved full marks.

Examiner Comments

This candidate provides the correct answer at the end of their
response. The answer 'doesn't know if God exists' is one of the
correct answers indicated in the mark scheme so it gains 2 marks.

Examiner Tip

Candidates are given 3 lines for part (a) questions,
but they do not have to use all the lines.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a partially correct response.
The glossary definition is 'not being sure if God exists'. 'Not knowing' was
accepted as alternative wording of this, however, this candidate refers to religion
rather than God so can only be awarded 1 mark for a partially correct answer.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should be encouraged to learn the Edexcel
keyword definitions found in appendix 4 in the specification.
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Question 2 (b, c, d)
In part (b) most candidates were able to state their own opinion and then give a reason
for it. However, frequently candidates simply described a religious upbringing which did not
answer the question set. Better candidates discussed why belief is engendered by a religious
upbringing and developed their answers with examples from a religious upbringing.
Part (c) was generally well answered by candidates. They were able to name a programme
and explain why the contents of the programme might affect a person’s faith. However, it
was less well answered by some candidates who described whole programmes or did not
link them to how they might affect belief in God.
In part (d) many candidates did not realise that this question was about whether God
designed the world and that led to some answers purely about creation, which did not
answer the question set. This meant that such candidates who didn't analyse the stimulus
quotation given before they started responding only achieved low marks.

This answer shows how a knowledgeable candidate (as shown in the part (c) question) can
gain lower marks than expected by not reading the stimulus in the part (d) question.

10
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Examiner Comments

This answer to part (b) clearly states a personal opinion and gives one reason, which
is not developed. The second reason is too vague to be credited so this answer is only
worth one mark.
In part (c) the candidate gives four reasons, all using the example of Bruce Almighty.
The answer is coherent so it gains 8 rather than 7 marks. Bullet points are totally
acceptable as it is coherence that is being assessed.
This answer to part (d) is about creation but there is no indication it is about design so it
gains no marks.

Examiner Tip

It is good practice to use paragraphs for each reason
given.

12
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This is a good response as the candidate has provided examples and used paragraphs to
indicate when a new reason is given.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate responds to part (b) with an answer which shows that they are undecided
and gives two opposing reasons. It begins with a personal opinion and one reason which has
been developed and then gives an opposite view which is clearly their own as they began with
"in some cases". However, this second reason is not developed. The candidate is awarded 3
marks.
In their answer to part (c) the candidate gives a full mark response as they provide four
reasons. The first part doesn't give a reason and therefore is not credited. The information
that could be credited relates to specific examples - Vicar of Dibley is comical mocking
religion and also could open people’s minds, Bruce Almighty shows commitment, the
Paranormal makes them believe in a spiritual realm.The answer is coherent so it gains 8
rather than 7 marks.
In (d)(i) the candidate gives their own opinion with two valid reasons which are 'not by
chance' and 'purpose'. The second reason is developed by the watch analogy, so the
candidate is awarded 3 marks.
In (d)(ii) the response gives one reason which is then developed with the example of the 'Big
bang'.

Examiner Tip

When studing film and TV programmes in section one, candidates should be
looking for reasons why the programme or film could affect a persons faith, not
simply describe the film.
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Question 3 (a)
Most candidates knew the definition for euthanasisa. However, there were some candidates
who did not know the glossary definition which highlights the fact that a person must be
seriously ill. These candidates used literal definitions such as 'an easy and gentle death'
which did not indicate that a person must be seriously ill and so were awarded partial
marks.

Examiner Comments

This response gives a correct definition using alternative wording.
It clearly includes a reference to a person who is seriously ill.

Examiner Tip

Thorough learning of the Edexcel key word glossary would prevent
candidates being confused by literal explanations of the meanings of words
and ensuring they know how the word is used within the specification.

Examiner Comments

This is a definition of what the word literally means rather than a
definition of euthanasia according to the specification. it was therefore
a partially correct answer and was awarded 1 mark.

Examiner Tip

Learn the glossary definitions from the edexcel speification, they can be
found in appendix 4.
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Question 3 (b, c, d)
In part (b) most candidates were able to state their own opinion about whether the media
should be free to criticise what religions say about matters of life and death and then give
a reason for it. Some candidates were not able to develop their reasons. However, better
candidates were able to refer to a film or programme to develop their answer.
The majority of answers to part (c) about non-religious reasons why people believe in life
after death were very good and candidates were able to answer either by giving a number
of non-religious reasons or by developing two or three reasons with examples. Lower
achieving candidates included religious responses rather than non-religious responses in
their answers.
In answer to part (d) it was clear that some candidates did not know the law about abortion
in the UK. For example, many candidates thought that it was legal in cases of rape – without
identifying the parts of the UK where this is the situation, and some thought a women was
allowed freedom to choose. Better answers were given by candidates who responded either
by giving a number of reasons or by developing two or three reasons with examples.

This is an answer which shows that marks are awarded for giving reasons, however,
candidates must develop their answers to be awarded maximum marks.
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Examiner Comments

In response to part (b) two reasons are given for 'everyone can have their own opinion' and 'it is
fair'. Neither are developed so only 2 marks are awarded.
This answer to part (c) has four valid reasons given. The second reason given by the candidate is
too incorrect to be credited as a reason. The answer is coherent so it gains 7 rather than 8 marks.
In part (d)(i) the candidate gives their own opinion and the first reason given can be credited
(limited to certain weeks can be linked to British law). The rest of the response does not answer
the question set so 1 mark awarded. In (d)(ii) one way was given which was ‘Some Muslims
regard abortion as murder’ however second paragraph is incorrect so 1 mark is awarded.

Examiner Tip

Reasons need to be developed in part (b) questions to gain full marks. This is easy to do by
giving an example. Candidates should read questions carefully for example in 3(c) to check
whether it says religious or non-religious reasons are required.
For this part (d) question candidates need to be aware of the current laws on abortion.
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In this example the candidate could have gained more marks if they had a better
understood the requriements of the question.

20
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) the candidate gives their own opinion and two reasons. These are 'freedom of
speech' and 'informative' but neither are developed so only 2 marks can be awarded.
In response to part (c) only one reason is given. The rest of the response is description rather
than reasoning so cannot be credited. But the answer is coherent so it gains 2 rather than 1
mark.
In (d)(i) the candidate gives their own opinion but there are no reasons that can be linked
to the law, so this means it does not answer the question set and is awarded 0 marks. Their
response to (d)(ii) is too incorrect and contains nothing that can be linked to the law so again
does not answer the question set and is awarded 0 marks.

Examiner Tip

In part (b) questions candidates will not be awarded anything for just repeating the
question, so make sure that reasons are given too.
In part (c) questions candidates do not need to give their own opinion.
Candidates should read the wording of the stimulus in the part (d) questions very
carefully to ensure they correctly answer the question set.
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Question 4 (a)
Near death experience is a new word for this specification and most candidates knew the
glossary definition.

Examiner Comments

This is a partially correct answer as there is no reference to being close to death.

Examiner Tip

It might help to have the glossary definitions from the Edexcel
specification visible around the classroom for candidates to learn.

This is a clear example of a candidate who has not learnt the glossary definition for the term
near death experience.

Examiner Comments

This is an incorrect answer because nothing about the actual experience is included. The
candidate seems to be guessing based on the words within the key term.

Examiner Tip

Candidates need to know the key terms not only because of the part (a)
questions but also because the other questions may use the terms within their
questions. If candidates do not know the key terms they may not understand the
meaning of some of the other questions.
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Question 4 (b, c, d)
In this part (b) question candidates were usually able to state their own opinion about
whether they felt euthanasia should be legal in the UK and then give at least two reasons
for this opinion. The reasons were frequently not religious reasons and this is perfectly
acceptable. Candidates who did less well were those who discussed turning off life support
machines, a form of euthanasia which is already legal in the UK.
This part (c) question asked why a religion other than Christianity might be against
abortion. It was well answered by the majority of candidates, who usually used Islam as
their religion other than Christianity, although quite a few used Hinduism or Buddhism. Most
candidates were able to give several reasons why Muslims/Hindus/Buddhists are against
abortion. Answers that did not achieve full marks were those that included reasons why
some people might be in favour of abortion. Candidates should be encouraged to read
questions carefully as to whether the answer needs to include reasons for, reasons against
or both for and against as these may change from question to question.  
Most candidates responded well to the layout of the part (d) question and were able to state
their own opinion about whether life after death is possible and give reasons for it in (d)(i)
and then give an alternative opinion in (d)(ii). Some candidates were able to give scriptural
examples to develop their reasons why religious people believe in life after death. However,
some candidates thought that only reincarnation and ghosts were part of life after death
and did not think that the heaven/hell view of what happens after a person dies was part of
life after death.

This example is from a candidate who achieves good but not maximum marks. More
reasons would be needed for all the questions in order for them to gain the maximum marks
possible.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate gives their own opinion and two reasons in response to part (b), the first of
these reasons is developed so 3 marks are awarded.
In part (c) two reasons related to Islam are given and the first of these is developed. The
answer is coherent so it gains 6 rather than 5 marks.
In (d)(i) the candidate gives their own opinion followed by two reasons both of which are
developed so 3 marks can be awarded.
In (d)(ii) two reasons are given, the first is developed by further description so 3 marks can
be awarded.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should be aware on part (b) questions that if they give three
or four reasons for their opinion only two will be credited.
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This is an example of a response where the candiate clearly has some knowledge but should
have added more reasons and examples to their answers.
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) the candidates' own opinion is given with two reasons but they have not
developed either of them, so only 2 marks can be awarded.
This answer to part (c) should refer to one religion other than Christianity, but it refers
to Christianity so does not answer the question set. As this answer does not gain level 1
it cannot be awarded any marks for coherence.
In (d)(i) the candidate gives their own opinion is and then three reasons, so 3 marks
are awarded. In (d)(ii) two reasons are given so 2 marks are awarded.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should be encouraged to read through their work after they
have completed it to check that they have written what they intended
to write and that they cannot add anything else to their answers.
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Question 5 (a)
Promiscuity is a new key word for this specification and most candidates knew the glossary
definition.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a fully correct 2 mark answer which
has almost the same wording as on the mark scheme.

This is an example of a partially correct answer.

Examiner Comments

This answer gained 1 mark as it gave an example of
promiscuity rather than a definition of the word.

Examiner Tip

Candidates can be awarded 1 mark for examples when
definitions are asked for, so they should be encouraged to learn
examples of all the key words as well as the definitions. It is also
possible that examples will be asked for in the part (a) questions.
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Question 5 (b, c, d)
In part (b) most candidates were able to state their own opinion about whether sex outside
marriage is acceptable. Most candidates gave two reasons about premarital sex, but some
candidates gave one reason agreeing with pre-marital sex and one reason disagreeing with
extra marital sex. As long as the candidate clearly indicates that both opinions are their
point of view they could be credited. However, less able students in general could not think
of more than one reason.
The topic covered in the part (c) question is a new topic to unit 1 and it has clearly been
well taught by teachers. Most candidates were able to identify different Christian attitudes
to homosexuality and give reasons for them. Lower achieving candidates wrote descriptive
answers which could only be awarded a maximum of level 1. However, better candidates
were able to explain reasons why Christians hold these beliefs and developed these reasons
with quotes from sacred texts.
The part (d) question required candidates to include a reason based on one religion other
than Christianity. It is important that candidates read all of the information in a question so
that they do not assume that reference to any religion is acceptable.
Good answers to this question discussed issues such as multi-faith society, and interfaith
marriages as well as using scriptural references to the role of the family often including
the rewards religious people get for raising a family. However, some responses only gave
descriptions of brainwashing and forced religious practice. It should be noted that cultural
practices such as arranged marriages are not credited as being religious reasons.

This example is from a candidate who achieves good but not maximum marks, more
reasons would be needed for all the questions in order to gain the maximum marks
possible.
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) the candidates' own opinion is given and then followed by two reasons. The first
reason is developed. The candidate has decided to agree and disagree in the same answer but
has clearly indicated that both opinions are their own so both can be credited.
This answer to part (c) contains two attitudes, although it moves between them. It starts
with a reason accepting and then gives a reason against before finishing with a second reason
accepting. The answer included three reasons which means it is level 3. The answer is coherent
so it gains 6 rather than 5 marks.
In their response to (d)(i) the candidate gives their own opinion followed by three reasons
including a reference to Islam so 3 marks can be awarded.
In (d)(i) three reasons have been given and 3 marks are therefore awarded.
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Examiner Tip

In part (b) questions candidates should develop their answers so they give more
information about the stimulus. General comments such as 'and all Christians should
follow the Bible' or and 'all Muslims should follow the example of Muhammad’ do not give
more information about the stimulus and cannot be credited as development.
Responses to an 'Explain why...' question in part (c) which describes rather than gives
reasons will not get beyond level 1 in the mark scheme. However, 'Explain how...'
questions can be rewarded for description.
Candidates must separate the two opinions in part (d). If they mix them up, they will not
be able to pick up as many marks.
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This is an example of a question where the candidate has answered the questions but has
not given sufficient reasons to get all the marks.
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Examiner Comments

In this response to part (b) the candidate gives their own opinion and one reason which is not
developed so only 1 mark can be awarded.
In part (c) the candidate has given a reason why some Christians accept homosexuality but this is
then developed incorrectly, so the development cannot be credited. Then they give a reason why
some Christians do not accept homosexuality. This answer is coherent so will be awarded 4 marks
rather than 3 marks.
In their response to (d)(i) the candidate gives their own opinion and one reason but the answer
is very repetitive and doesn't give any developed reasons, explain anything more about the
stimulus or give an example so only 1 mark can be awarded.
In part (d)(ii) the candidate gives one reason so 1 mark can be awarded.

Examiner Tip

Candiates should try to give as many reasons as they
can in case one of their reasons is inaccurate.
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Question 6 (a)
The key word civil partnership is a new word for this specification and many candidates
knew the glossary definition. However, many candidates used the term 'gay marriage' which
was only partially credited.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a correct answer, which gives
almost the same wording as on the mark scheme.

Examiner Tip

It is easy to get full marks on the part (a) questions by
learing the keyword glossary definitions.

This is an example of an answer which is incorrect, so it cannot be awarded marks.

Examiner Comments

This is an incorrect answer as a civil partnership is not a
marriage and no mention of homosexuality is made to be
able to award partial marks.
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Question 6 (b, c, d)
In part (b) most candidates were able to state their own opinion about whether religious
people should accept divorce and give developed reasons linked to scripture and the nature
of marriage. Some candidates were unable to give any reasons why religious people should
or should not accept divorce other than ‘everyone should be happy’ which meant they
achieved low marks. Similarly candidates who ignored the element in the question referring
to ‘religious people’ achieved low marks.
This part (c) question was well answered by the majority of candidates, who were able to
give several reasons why the followers of one religion other than Christianity are against sex
outside marriage. There were some very thoughtful answers from candidates studying Islam
and Hinduism, which used scriptural references. Answers that did not achieve full marks
were those that included reasons why some followers might be in favour. Candidates need
to be aware that (c) questions may not always require them to give both opinions.
This part (d) question caused very few problems for candidates. Most candidates were
able to give three reasons backing their point of view in (d)(i) and three reasons for an
alternative view in (d)(ii). More able candidates used examples and quotations to support
their opinion. Some candidates did mix this up with abortion and it is important that
candidates learn specialist terms so this does not occur.

This is an answer which shows that many marks are awarded for giving reasons. However,
candidates must develop both their reasons on (b) questions to be awarded maximum
marks.
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Examiner Comments

In this response to part (b) the candidate gives their own opinion and two reasons, the second
reason is developed by an example so 3 marks awarded.
In part (c) the candidate gives four reasons related to Islam. The answer is coherent so it
gains 8 marks rather than 7 marks.
The candidate gives their own opinion and three non-religious reasons in answer to (d)(i) so 3
marks can be awarded. In (d)(ii) the candidate gives three reasons including a religious one
about Roman Catholics so 3 marks are awarded.

Examiner Tip

In part (c) questions candidates should be encouraged to read questions carefully as
to where the response needs to include reasons for, reasons against or both for and
against as these will change from question to question.
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Question 7 (a)
Most candidates knew the glossary definition for discrimination. However, many candidates
used the word discriminate within their definition which was only partially credited.

Examiner Comments

This is a correct answer, the candidate has used
alternative but completly correct wording.

Examiner Comments

This is partially correct as it gives an example - 'someone is racist.'

Examiner Tip

When definitions are asked for examples are credited as
partially correct. The term racism usually refers to race
rather than religion.
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Question 7 (b, c, d)
It was noticeable that many of the responses to questions 7 and 8 were not complete;
candidates should be advised to spend about 20 minutes on each question.
In part (b) better candidates recognised that this was a question asking about women’s
rights in religion and they were able to gain good marks by developing using either
scriptural examples or examples from the media, often the Vicar of Dibley. Lower scoring
responses did not realise that the question was not a general one on women’s rights in
society and as such they did not answer the question set.
The part (c) question on community cohesion and the government is a new topic for this
specification. This question was well answered by candidates who had learned reasons for
government action. However, many candidates simply described the governmental action
limiting them to level 1.
Most candidates were able to respond to the quote in part (d) but many did not give
substantive reasons why conversion might be positive or negative. Some candidates gave
very negative answers and were unable to think of any positives. It is important that
candidates are encouraged to discuss the reasons why people might hold different views to
their own.
In this example the candidate does not fully understand what the part (b) question is about
and does not answer about religious rights. They also give insufficient reasons for the other
sub-questions.

40
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) this answer is about women's rights in general and it therefore doesn't answer
the questions set which is about religious rights. There is no information which answers the
question so it cannot be awarded any marks.
In response to part (c) three brief reasons are given by the candidate. The answer is
coherent so it gains 6 marks rather than 5 marks.
In (d)(i) the candidate gives their own opinion and then gives two reasons so 2 marks can be
awarded. In (d)(ii) only one reason is given so only 1 mark can be awarded.

Examiner Tip

Candidates can develop a reason very easily in part (b) by giving a relevant
example or scriptural quote.
Using a paragraph for each reason allows candidates to check they have
written enough to gain full marks.
At least one reason in part (d) must be a religious reason.
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This is an example of a candidate who gains almost full marks but does not develop their
reasons so only gains 2 out of 4 marks in part (b).
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Examiner Comments

The candidate's own opinion and two reasons are given in part (b). The third reason cannot
be credited as the question asks for two reasons and it is also not development of the first
two reasons so this response is awarded 2 marks.
In part (c) four brief reasons are given and the answer is coherent so it gains 8 marks
rather than 7 marks.
In (d)(i) the candidate gives their own opinion and three reasons so 3 marks are awarded.
In (d)(ii) three reasons are given so 3 marks are awarded.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should practice developing reasons. One way of doing
this in class is by pairing candidates and asking them each to write a
reason and swap with each other to and then develop the reason.
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Question 8 (a)
Most candidates knew the glossary definition for Religious Freedom. However, a few
candidates answered that it was the ability 'to do what ever you wanted' which could not be
credited.

This is an answer which shows it is easy to gain full marks if the glossary definition is used.

Examiner Comments

A correct answer is given which is the same
wording as on the mark scheme.

Examiner Comments

This is an incorrect answer which
therefore cannot be awarded any marks.
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Question 8 (b, c, d)
It was noticeable that many of questions 7 and 8 were not complete; candidates should be
advised to spend about 20 minutes on each question
In part (b) most candidates were able to state their own opinion as to whether living in a
multi-faith society causes problems and then give reasons for it. Most candidates saw it as a
positive and gave examples from personal experience. However, some candidates confused
multi-faith with multi-ethnic and therefore did not answer the question set.
This part (c) question was well answered by candidates who were able to use their biblical
knowledge to give a number of reasons. Less able candidates either did not answer the
question set or were unable to give more than one accurate reason. General secular based
answers could only achieve low level marks.
Most candidates were able to respond to the quote in part (d) but did not give religious
reasons why treatment is equal or unequal. A few candidates gave answers that were not
based within the UK and so gained few marks.

This is an example of a candidate who, on this final question, gains maximum marks on part
(b) but not on part (d). This might be because they had not left themselves enough time to
answer this question.
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In this response to part (b) the candidate gives their own opinion and two developed reasons
and is awarded 4 marks.
In their response to part (c) they give four brief reasons and the answer is coherent so it gains
8 marks rather than 7 marks.
The candidate gives their own opinion in part (d)(i) as well as two reasons so 2 marks are
awarded. In (d)(ii) they give one developed reason which is developed by an example from
Islam so this is awarded 2 marks.

Examiner Tip

In part (b) it may help candidates if they separate their two reasons by
using a new paragraph for each one.
In part (c) examples can be used as development.
Candidates can use development and examples in part (d) questions to
improve their answers.
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This example shows how a candidate can be undecided in a part (b) question and gain more
marks in a part (d) question by developing their reason rather than adding more reasons.
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In their response to part (b) the candidate gives their own opinion and two
reasons. The second reasons is of the opposite opinion but it is clear that both
viwes are those of the candidate so 2 marks are awarded.
The candidate only gives one reason in response to part (c). The answer is
coherent so it gains 2 marks rather than 1 mark.
In (d)(i) the candidate gives their own opinion and one reason which is
developed by examples, so 2 marks are awarded. In (d)(ii) the candidate gives
no valid reasoning, so no marks can be awarded.
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Summary
Candidates produced some very interesting answers to the questions posed. This indicated
that they and their teachers had not only studied the topic but importantly had linked them
to their everyday life and that reflected in the society areound them.
Teachers and candidates should not these general points in order to improve candidate's
achievement in future years:
There is a choice of two questions per section, each of these has four sub-questions,
and candidates can either attempt the sub-questions in the top questions (odd numbers)
or the sub-questions in the bottom question (even numbered). Candidates who choose
questions from a mixture of the top and bottom questions will not receive marks for all their
responses and as such are at a clear disadvantage.
Candidates are asked to indicate which question they have answered by putting a cross in a
box at the top of the paper. Some candidates did not do this and they should be reminded
to do this as part of examination preparation.
The amount of space on the question paper is more than adequate for candidates to
achieve maximum marks. There is no need for candidates to write more than this. Almost
all the candidates who used extra paper had already achieved the maximum marks of
that question. Any candidate who needs extra space can use the space allocated to other
questions as long as they clearly indicate on their paper that this is what they have done.
A number of candidates did not complete the final section due to timing difficulties.
Candidates should be encouraged to spend about twenty minutes per question leaving ten
minutes to check through their work at the end of the paper.
Some general points can be made on how best to answer the various question types:
Maximum marks on the part (a) questions are easily gained by learning the Edexcel
glossary definitions.
Only the candidate’s point of view is credited in part (b) questions. The easiest way to gain
full marks is for candidates to concentrate on stating their opinion and writing two separate
reasons for it, each in a distinct paragraph, and then to develop each of the reasons with an
example or a quote.
Candidates can gain the higher mark within the level on part (c) questions by writing
coherently. Part (c) questions test AO1 and so will either ask for candidates to ‘Explain why’
or to ‘Explain how’.
Many of the part (d) questions this year produced interesting answers. However, candidates
should ensure that they start by stating their own view and reasons for it in the part (d)
(i) and state reasons why someone might hold a different view in (d)(ii) rather than mixing
the two halves. At least one of the reasons given in either (d)(i) or (d)(ii) must be explicitly
religious to go beyond 3 marks. The part (d) questions on this unit can ask for the candidate
to refer to either one religion (i.e. any religion), one religion other than Christianity or can
specify that Christianity is referred to.
Teachers who would like to learn more about the specification should attend one of the
Edexcel training events, details of which can be found on the Edexcel website. Specific
queries can be answered through the Ask the Expert service which can also found on the
Edexcel website.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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